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Welcome generous soul.

Thank-you for answering the call, Wild One. Wise One. Maiden.
Mother. Sister

In order to carry this forward, it is my hope that you will develop
your own practice of alignment with your feminine intrinsic nature. 

This is designed with you in mind, the wild, wise and divine 
feminine soul that is awaiting reclamation. It is my desire that you
find this journey and the supporting material soulful, awakening 
and nourishing, albeit a bite of apple awaits your further 
exploration, and in doing so to awaken to your true nature.

Almost like a coming home and to inspire you to journey deep into
the soil of the great mother, her teachings, her whispers and her
tears. Full of tools and contemplative questions, your womb book I
hope will inspire you to listen to your intuition and act on it, 
to gather the courage to be seen and heard and to trust in your
power and wisdom. To reframe this work, this is anchored in the
world of spiritual feminine, rather than political feminism. I call it the
feminism of the soul.

Sacred feminine aims to answer the question, what is true
feminine power. 

So, let’s begin with the full immersion outline of your sacred
feminine journey, together, side by side, joined in heart.

Nic
xx



As we speak of blood, I ask you to consider your sacredness.As we speak of blood, I ask you to consider your sacredness.
Your body, as the moon does, as the season change, as theYour body, as the moon does, as the season change, as the
sun rises and sets, is also "cycling". Emotionally and physically.sun rises and sets, is also "cycling". Emotionally and physically.
This blood, is also a reminder of our cycle of life, the shed andThis blood, is also a reminder of our cycle of life, the shed and
release, the birth and fertility, and it is our most powerfulrelease, the birth and fertility, and it is our most powerful
intrinsic cycle we have. Our menstruation cycle.intrinsic cycle we have. Our menstruation cycle.  

"Nothing beautiful starts life in the light""Nothing beautiful starts life in the light"

Therefore learning how to tender for our cycle, and our sacredTherefore learning how to tender for our cycle, and our sacred
vessel can be challenging, emotional and painful.vessel can be challenging, emotional and painful.    Yet it isYet it is
these subtleties of the energy that are often overlooked inthese subtleties of the energy that are often overlooked in
favour of "its always just like that".favour of "its always just like that".  

We cycle emotionally & physicallyWe cycle emotionally & physically    as the moon doesas the moon does

as she waxes (full) and wanes (dark/new) so do weas she waxes (full) and wanes (dark/new) so do we

as we ovulate we are heightened with sensuality, andas we ovulate we are heightened with sensuality, and
abundanceabundance

as we enter the luteal phase we should prepare our body for aas we enter the luteal phase we should prepare our body for a
healthy and nourishing releasehealthy and nourishing release

Yet are we truly connected and aware of how to care for ourYet are we truly connected and aware of how to care for our
vessel (and therefore) HER, during this powerful cycle?vessel (and therefore) HER, during this powerful cycle?

We are interwoven with the rhythms of nature when we stepWe are interwoven with the rhythms of nature when we step
down, and surrender into our raw state. Yet with thedown, and surrender into our raw state. Yet with the  
  immergence of birth control, stress of daily life, toxic foods andimmergence of birth control, stress of daily life, toxic foods and
striving for gain, has caused our natural states to become, outstriving for gain, has caused our natural states to become, out
of balance. Our hormone levels, digestive and nervous systemof balance. Our hormone levels, digestive and nervous system
speak to us in ways of the WILD, when they are out of balance.speak to us in ways of the WILD, when they are out of balance.  

And, only have to look toward ancient civilizations and weAnd, only have to look toward ancient civilizations and we
then realise that woman came together to bleed during the darkthen realise that woman came together to bleed during the dark
moon, “red tent”, and supported one another and celebrated themoon, “red tent”, and supported one another and celebrated the
rhythm. Rather, what happens in western society and today isrhythm. Rather, what happens in western society and today is
that we are shamed when we bleed. Plus you only have to lookthat we are shamed when we bleed. Plus you only have to look
at how we treat our Yoni’s during this time….we plug herat how we treat our Yoni’s during this time….we plug her
up, rather than allowing the freedom of flow, we rarely track ourup, rather than allowing the freedom of flow, we rarely track our
cycle so we don’t know its time to pleasure, rest, incubate andcycle so we don’t know its time to pleasure, rest, incubate and
nourish or when our intuition is at its highest. Lets learn morenourish or when our intuition is at its highest. Lets learn more
about how we maximise the darkness, the light and all shadesabout how we maximise the darkness, the light and all shades
of our menus, and the lunar.of our menus, and the lunar.
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Firstly the Moon energy ( Full, Dark/New, Waxing &Firstly the Moon energy ( Full, Dark/New, Waxing &
Waning) in terms of datesWaning) in terms of dates  
Your menstruation cycle including the 4 phases - even ifYour menstruation cycle including the 4 phases - even if
you aren't bleeding and entered the CRONE/WISEyou aren't bleeding and entered the CRONE/WISE
transition, you will still experience the ebb and flow oftransition, you will still experience the ebb and flow of
energy as hormonal levels fluctuate (waning estrogen forenergy as hormonal levels fluctuate (waning estrogen for
example) and the peri or menopause cycle of life.example) and the peri or menopause cycle of life.

The Moon and her significanceThe Moon and her significance

There is a logical and a spiritual/energetic side. Think ofThere is a logical and a spiritual/energetic side. Think of
the lunar cycles as the energetic side (I don’t discuss astrologythe lunar cycles as the energetic side (I don’t discuss astrology
as it’s not my area) yet I am a believer in the energy of the lunaras it’s not my area) yet I am a believer in the energy of the lunar
and what she can offer us. Yet, as the moon relates to ourand what she can offer us. Yet, as the moon relates to our
cycle, its a little bit of a myth. Sure, it is a cycle, as we have ourcycle, its a little bit of a myth. Sure, it is a cycle, as we have our
menstruation, yetmenstruation, yet  

  it’s not about totally aligning our bleed and ovulation withit’s not about totally aligning our bleed and ovulation with
the moon cycles, it’s about synchronicity.the moon cycles, it’s about synchronicity.

To be in sync with the cycles doesn’t not mean that your bleedTo be in sync with the cycles doesn’t not mean that your bleed
has to line up directly with the new moon/dark moon, Or thathas to line up directly with the new moon/dark moon, Or that
because you may not ovulate on the full moon you are less of ofbecause you may not ovulate on the full moon you are less of of
woman, less spiritual, less less less!. The important thing is to ifwoman, less spiritual, less less less!. The important thing is to if
you are not already, start to trackyou are not already, start to track

11..

22..

It just means that you tune into what each phase of the moon,It just means that you tune into what each phase of the moon,
and understand what it means for you. What it means for yourand understand what it means for you. What it means for your
physical body, your manifestation work, and release work, howphysical body, your manifestation work, and release work, how
to fuel, when to rest, when to infuse your body with herbalto fuel, when to rest, when to infuse your body with herbal
medicines and so forth.medicines and so forth.  

On a logical level the moon as it orbits the earth, has theOn a logical level the moon as it orbits the earth, has the
gravitational pull of water – causing high or low tides, forgravitational pull of water – causing high or low tides, for
example. It is therefore easy to overlook the internal fluids thatexample. It is therefore easy to overlook the internal fluids that
we hold in our bodies over the cycles. (Bloating, water retentionwe hold in our bodies over the cycles. (Bloating, water retention
for example) during the Luteal/ PMS phase, just before ourfor example) during the Luteal/ PMS phase, just before our
bleed time and if we are tracking, we are in tune with firstly ourbleed time and if we are tracking, we are in tune with firstly our
bodies and secondly how this aligns to the moon phases.bodies and secondly how this aligns to the moon phases.
Think of the lunar cycle as the spiritual and energeticThink of the lunar cycle as the spiritual and energetic
side of your menses cycle. side of your menses cycle. How-ever you align is significantHow-ever you align is significant
and valid whether you line up with the full moon atand valid whether you line up with the full moon at
ovulation or not.ovulation or not. It’s how you tune in that is most significant. It’s how you tune in that is most significant.
For me, I feel the cyclic pulls and it is debatable whetherFor me, I feel the cyclic pulls and it is debatable whether
gravitational pull of the moon orbiting the earth can affect ourgravitational pull of the moon orbiting the earth can affect our
internal fluids since we are much smaller than the earth’sinternal fluids since we are much smaller than the earth’s
oceans!oceans!    
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The Lunar Phases - a short summaryThe Lunar Phases - a short summary

Our relationship with the moon is unique and individual and it’sOur relationship with the moon is unique and individual and it’s
up to us to decide whether we want to connect to it or not.up to us to decide whether we want to connect to it or not.
I believe the subconscious energy and guidance of light andI believe the subconscious energy and guidance of light and
darkness, in the night is always there for us to tap into. Lookingdarkness, in the night is always there for us to tap into. Looking
at the moon as a mirror and to keep it simple, we will focus onat the moon as a mirror and to keep it simple, we will focus on
the 4 quarters of the moon cycle and how this relates to eachthe 4 quarters of the moon cycle and how this relates to each
archetype, mensus phase, the season, element, energy andarchetype, mensus phase, the season, element, energy and
action.action.

New Moon/Dark MoonNew Moon/Dark Moon
First Quarter Waxing - energy is building, moving toward fullFirst Quarter Waxing - energy is building, moving toward full
Full MoonFull Moon  
Third Quarter Waning - energy is depleting, drawn downThird Quarter Waning - energy is depleting, drawn down

>>>*<<<>>>*<<<

Moon Phase: Moon Phase: New / Dark MoonNew / Dark Moon  
Cycle: Cycle: Menstrual Phase /Bleed energy Menopause/preMenstrual Phase /Bleed energy Menopause/pre
Archetype:Archetype: the Crone Wise Woman the Crone Wise Woman
SeasonSeason: Winter: Winter
ElementElement: Fire: Fire  
Action Theme:Action Theme: Renew, focus, feel, rest, set intentions Renew, focus, feel, rest, set intentions

This is the beginning of the cycle. We are called for reflection inThis is the beginning of the cycle. We are called for reflection in
an inward/dark state, to withdraw in and to allow our intuition toan inward/dark state, to withdraw in and to allow our intuition to
rise. We are also called to renew and rest, as we shed. Listenrise. We are also called to renew and rest, as we shed. Listen
inward as the creative process begins as we begin to enter theinward as the creative process begins as we begin to enter the
next phase of the cycle. Time to start to release what you don’tnext phase of the cycle. Time to start to release what you don’t
want to carry forward but also reflect upon what you want. Thiswant to carry forward but also reflect upon what you want. This
is the time our intuition is accessible most evidently. This is theis the time our intuition is accessible most evidently. This is the
time for inner processing, creative review, releasing the finaltime for inner processing, creative review, releasing the final
bits that you choose not to carry forth into this next month cyclebits that you choose not to carry forth into this next month cycle

Moon Phase:Moon Phase: First Quarter Waxing First Quarter Waxing
Menstruation Cycle: Menstruation Cycle: Follicular Phase (After bleed)Follicular Phase (After bleed)
ArchetypeArchetype – the Maiden/Virgin – the Maiden/Virgin
SeasonSeason – Spring – Spring
ElementElement: Air: Air
Action ThemeAction Theme: Envision & reflect: Envision & reflect
This is the time for growth, as this maiden space gives us virginThis is the time for growth, as this maiden space gives us virgin
ground to plant and water the seeds of our new dawn. This is aground to plant and water the seeds of our new dawn. This is a
dynamic, active & aware time for learning, concentration,dynamic, active & aware time for learning, concentration,
thinking, researching and creating structure for that which wethinking, researching and creating structure for that which we
wish to manifest in our fullness. The first quarter moon is muchwish to manifest in our fullness. The first quarter moon is much
like a vision board. It like we cultivate and tend to soil, direct ourlike a vision board. It like we cultivate and tend to soil, direct our
creative endeavours, water the seeds so they and we bloomcreative endeavours, water the seeds so they and we bloom
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The Lunar Phases - a short summaryThe Lunar Phases - a short summary

Moon Phase: Full MoonMoon Phase: Full Moon
Menstruation Cycle:Menstruation Cycle: Ovulation, a Harvest phase Ovulation, a Harvest phase
ArchetypeArchetype – The Mother – The Mother
Season Season – Summer– Summer
Element - Element - EarthEarth
Action ThemeAction Theme: Embrace/Harvest. The richness of new soil has: Embrace/Harvest. The richness of new soil has
blossomed into this time of manifestation, harvest, expressionblossomed into this time of manifestation, harvest, expression
and offerings. Our objectivity is high, as we are in a time ofand offerings. Our objectivity is high, as we are in a time of
ripeness and flowering, so plan, implement changes, giveripeness and flowering, so plan, implement changes, give
gratitude and reflect upon new moon intentions. There isgratitude and reflect upon new moon intentions. There is
maximum light. If you have set your intentions around the firstmaximum light. If you have set your intentions around the first
half of the moon, now is the time to release what doesn’t servehalf of the moon, now is the time to release what doesn’t serve
those higher intentions and plant the seeds for change, so thatthose higher intentions and plant the seeds for change, so that
they see the light of day. It like the richness of the soil is readythey see the light of day. It like the richness of the soil is ready
to receive, and as you blossom it’s a perfect time to ceremonyto receive, and as you blossom it’s a perfect time to ceremony
and offer.and offer.    We are productive, and communicate well, empathyWe are productive, and communicate well, empathy
is high as we connect with the great mother – our womb space.is high as we connect with the great mother – our womb space.
We are fertile and open. Its our peak. Cast your spells,We are fertile and open. Its our peak. Cast your spells,
understand your libido, and illuminate!understand your libido, and illuminate!

Moon PhaseMoon Phase: Third Quarter Waning: Third Quarter Waning
Menstruation CycleMenstruation Cycle: the Luteal Phase: the Luteal Phase  
ArchetypeArchetype::    the rise of the Wild Woman (PMS)the rise of the Wild Woman (PMS)
Season Season – Autumn (things are falling away)– Autumn (things are falling away)
Element: Element: Water, governing our emotionsWater, governing our emotions
Action ThemeAction Theme: Cleanse, Emptyness, darkness. Sensitivities.: Cleanse, Emptyness, darkness. Sensitivities.
Releasing anything that you need to before new cycle, cleanse.Releasing anything that you need to before new cycle, cleanse.
As we approach the Red, dark phase, the emptiness. AssertingAs we approach the Red, dark phase, the emptiness. Asserting
what you want to release and resolving obstacles. You shouldwhat you want to release and resolving obstacles. You should
lean in and let go, cleanse, nourish, break habits and get readylean in and let go, cleanse, nourish, break habits and get ready
for the sensitivity that is approaching. As the beginning isfor the sensitivity that is approaching. As the beginning is
approaching, we can consciously choose to not carry forwardapproaching, we can consciously choose to not carry forward
and honouring truly what your mind and body needs inand honouring truly what your mind and body needs in
preparation for the manifestation of the New Moon.preparation for the manifestation of the New Moon.

The wombThe womb
is not a place to store fear and painis not a place to store fear and pain
it’s a place to give birth and createit’s a place to give birth and create

life energeticallylife energetically
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